
Personality Assessment 

                                                  Version 2.10 
 
Congratulations on completing your 3 minute Personality       
Assessment.  
 
In a way, Personality Masteries is so simple a young          
child can quickly pick it up . . . and so thoroughly            
comprehensive that you can study it for decades and still          
learn something new each and every day.  
 
The next step is to complete your own personal 30          
minute GIFT Strategy Session. This special GIFT       
session will help bring a great deal of CLARITY to what           
you filled out in the 3 minute survey.  

 
 

The simple version is the four shapes you like the          
most in the Geo (Geometric Psychology) test.       
Listen to the first one you chose first and then the           
one you choose second. 
 

     [     ] ~ Cube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRNfzfs7dOM 

     [     ] ~ Pyramid https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VktJhHyWFco 

     [     ] ~ Wavy Line https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3z5Tlhmy3E 

     [     ] ~ Ball https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsZEzfh_hh8 

 
 
 

My biggest challenge was: ____________________________________ 
 

Did you know that we can more quickly solve our challenges / problems when we               
understand that our greatest strength is our greatest weakness and our greatest            
weakness is really our greatest strength . . . misapplied?  
 
When you talk to the individual who will be doing your 30 minute GIFT Strategy               
Session, ask them for more details on this really fun, cool and interesting insight              
into each one of us.  
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The second test is what we call the “Pain Quadrant”          
test. Sometimes individuals will test similar and other        
times they will test very differently. There is no right or           
wrong way to answer these questions. Each       
personality will have their strengths and weaknesses.  
 

If you had a hard time      
selecting the shapes and/or    
what caused you frustration,    
that’s alright. The individual    
doing your review will help to      
fill in the gaps. Again, listen      
to the first one you chose first       
and then the one you choose second. 
 
     [     ] ~ Order      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z94LkJdwu6Y 

     [     ] ~ Control    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP8_M8qomU 

     [     ] ~ Boring     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zc7-fg4ht6A 

                                              [     ] ~ Conflict   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuXAD0ErDLA 

 
If you are a Business Owner, C-Level Executive or Entrepreneur we would 
encourage you to take a more comprehensive assessment called “The 
Action Card.”  This will assist Life Masteries Institute to select the individual 
who is best to do your 30 minute GIFT Strategy Session and will provide 
them with additional information to provide you the most comprehensive 
and complete assessment.  
 

> https://solutions.dnaforsuccess.com/the-action-card 
 
I would love help on: ____________________________________ 
 

Often our biggest challenge is the pain that we are having in our life and what we                 
would love help on may be pleasure, something we are seeking. Both are so              
important and when we understand our personality we learn how to solve our             
biggest challenge / problem and achieve what we desire the most.  
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What gets really exciting, powerful and life changing is 
when we combine the Geo with the Pain Quadrant we 
get the Combined personality results. 
 
Between both tests there are 65,536 possible 
combinations so it’s just a bit more complex . . . but no 
worries as the individual who gives you the 30 minute 
GIFT Strategy Session has been trained and certified 
in Personality Masteries and will give you insights 
which will blow your mind.  
 
 

The following are some additional short videos which provide additional insights 
into your personality and/or others.  
  
GEO         PAIN    NAME 
Cube   Out of Order   Analytic 
www.personalitymasteries.com/assessments/amazing-overview/analytic 
 

Pyramid  Out of Control    Driver 
www.personalitymasteries.com/assessments/amazing-overview/driver 

 

Wavy Line         Boring - Not Fun          Expressive 
www.personalitymasteries.com/assessments/amazing-overview/expressive 

 

Ball       Conflict With Others   Amiable  
www.personalitymasteries.com/assessments/amazing-overview/amiable 
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So . . . what do you think?   Not bad for 3 minutes . . . right?  
 
Obviously it will make a lot more sense to you after you complete your 30               
minute GIFT Strategy Session where the individual how completes that will           
help you take a specific look at your biggest challenge / problem and what              
you would love help on and give you insights on how you can solve your               
problems and help you get what you want in all areas of life based on your                
personality.  
 
If you think this was amazing, wait until you see a group assessment done              
on teams / groups of people. When a whole team is mapped out on a               
Personality Masteries grid / map, it helps people to see things about            
themselves and peers which can change an entire team in an instant.  
 
There are three far more detailed “Individual” assessments and three “team           
/ group assessments.”  
 

~ https://xray.dnaforsuccess.com/xray-order ~  
 
Questions . . . please feel free to call the person who introduced you to the                
3 minute survey or you can call 888.230.2300 or if outside the US             
630.393.9909 or text 630-649-4059 
 
 
 
 
 
Another powerful resource, tool or system is The Life GPS          
mobile app. In 17 seconds we can learn our own          
personality and/or that of others. Custom channels are        
available for individuals, companies and organizations.  

~  www.Life-GPS.org  ~ 
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